
Mississippi Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Update 

Mississippi Legislature now in Session 

The Mississippi Legislature gaveled in the 2018 session on January 2.  With some new faces came some 
changes in committee leadership.  Chairs for key energy-related committees are: 

Senate Energy Committee - Sally Doty, Chairman; Josh Harkins, Vice-Chairman 
House Energy Committee - Angela Cockerham, Chairman; Gary V. Staples, Vice-Chairman 
House Public Utilities Committee - Charles Jim Beckett, Chairman; Jody Steverson, Vice-Chairman 

January 15 was the deadline for introduction of general bills.  January 30 is the first major deadline for 
committee action on general bills.  The majority of introduced bills will not make it past this deadline. 
Key bills that we will be watching this session (and their status) include, but not limited to: 

House Bill 377 - Bonds; authorize issuance to assist Sunflower County in researching wind energy as a 
viable source of power for the county 
House Bill 745 - Residential builders/remodelers and residential solar contractors; revise licensing law 
(Died in Committee) 
House Bill 768 - "Distributed Energy Resource Program" and "Net Energy Metering Program"; create 
(Died in Committee) 
House Bill 882 - Public Service Commission; extend repealers on its creation and authority to hire 
attorneys for certain proceedings (Passed out of Committee) 
House Bill 1108 - Office of Residential and Small Business Advocate; establish (Died in Committee) 
House Bill 1152 - Residential minimum building standards; adopt statewide (Passed out of Committee as 
Amended) 
House Bill 1179 - Public Utilities Staff; limit powers to supporting PSC and PSC staff (Died in Committee) 
Senate Bill 2030 - Income and franchise tax; allow refundable credit for costs of purchasing/installing 
solar energy system or energy efficiency services  
Senate Bill 2295 - Public Service Commission; extend repealers on its creation and authority to hire 
attorneys for certain proceedings (Passed out of Committee as Amended) 
Senate Bill 2562 - Office of Residential and Small Business Advocate; establish (Died in Committee) 
Senate Bill 2572 - Residential builders/remodelers and residential solar contractors; revise licensing law 
(Passed out of Committee as Amended) 
Senate Bill 2838 - Public Service Commission; increase membership of and establish authority over 
Public Utilities Staff (Died in Committee) 

MPSC Regular Meeting and Docket Call – January 16 

The MPSC met on January 16, 2018, at 10 am in the MPSC Hearing Room to consider the Docket.   

The MPSC voted unanimously to kick off a 30-day period for any utility it has rate jurisdiction over — 

such as Entergy Mississippi, Mississippi Power Co., CenterPoint Energy, C Spire, Atmos Energy and rural 

telephone companies — to submit plans on how they will credit reduced corporate rates to their 

customers.  Investor-owned utilities pass their federal income tax charges along to their customers as a 

cost of providing service.  The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act which became law in December 2017 lowered the 

federal income tax rate from 35% to 21%.  

Entergy MS (EMI), Docket 2014-UA-6, 2018 Quick Start Energy Efficiency Portfolio Plan:  In September 

2017, EMI filed its proposed 2018 Quick Start Energy Efficiency Portfolio Plan.  Most major energy 

efficiency programs for residential, commercial and industrial customers will be extended.  The 
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Residential Weatherization Program pilot will be discontinued.  And EMI will add $1 million to the 

Commercial & Industrial Programs budget to accommodate robust customer demand.  EMI requested a 

total budget of $9.5 million to continue current programs, implement program updates and program 

promotion.  The MPSC approved EMI’s plan on a 2-1 vote. 

Entergy MS (EMI), Docket 2009-UN-64, Energy Efficiency Rider Adjustment:  In November 2017, EMI 

filed its Energy Efficiency Rider Schedule proposed to start with February 2018 billing.  All costs 

associated with the implementation of the 2018 Energy Efficiency Portfolio Plan are included in this 

Rider.  Because of an over-recovery of programs costs in 2017, the EE-2 rate rider will be reduced by 

$0.30 per month for an average residential customer using 1,000 kWhs.  The MPSC approved the rider 

on a 2-1 vote. 

Entergy MS, Docket 2013-UN-178, Standard Change of Rates: This is Entergy’s fuel adjustment and 

energy cost recovery rider (ECR-4) through which it is allowed to recover the actual costs of fuel burned 

and purchased energy costs.  For 2017, EMI had an under-recovery of nearly $61.5 million.  The typical 

residential Entergy customer who uses 1,000 kwh of electricity per month will see an increase of $9.28 

per month through June 2018, then the increase will be reduced by $5.05 per month July 2018 through 

January 2019.   

Entergy MS, Docket 2014-UN-132, Rate Adjustments to Support Economic Development, Power 

Procurement and Continue Investments:  EMI filed for adjustments to its 1) Power Management Cost 

Adjustment Factor (PMR-12); 2) MISO Costs and Revenue Rider (MISO-1); and 3) Unit Power Cost 

Recovery Rider (UPC-4).   

The PMR-12 Rider is designed to recover EMI’s natural gas hedging costs and various other costs such as 

capacity costs and carrying costs.  The PMR-12 adjustment will increase a 1,000 kWh residential bill by 

$0.24 cents per month. 

The MISO-1 Rider recovers the costs associated with MISO membership. The MISO-1 adjustment will 

result in a $0.85 increase on a 1000 kWh residential customer’s bill. 

The UPC-4 factor is used to provide EMI cost recovery related to the capacity cost of wholesale base 

load generation purchased from Entergy Arkansas.  The increased costs associated with this rider results 

in a $0.30 increase on a 1000 kWh residential customer’s bill.  The MPSC approved the changes. 

The cumulative impact of all the riders together will cause the typical residential Entergy customer who 

uses 1,000 kwh of electricity per month to pay $114.01 in February, up from $103.64 now. This is an 

increase of $10.37 per month.  This increase will last through June.  Beginning in July, the average 

residential bill will decrease by $5.05.  Please note that the typical EMI customer uses more power than 

1000 kWh in the average month. 

MS Power Co. (MPCo), Docket 2017-UN-213, Fuel Cost Recovery and Energy Cost Management Rate 

Adjustment:  The FCR-2 Rider is MPCo’s fuel adjustment rider through which it is allowed to recover the 

actual cost of fuel burned and purchased energy.  The ECM-2 Rider is designed to recover the 

Company’s natural gas hedging costs and carrying costs.  Per adjustments to these two riders, MPCo 

customers will pay more because of higher fuel costs, with the average residential customer paying 

$4.60 more a month, bumping bills to over $130 a month, compared to $126 now.  The MPSC approved 

the changes in the rider rates. 
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Lee Solar, LLC: Docket No. 2017-UA-175:  In October 2017, Silicon Ranch Solar filed an application for a 

certificate to construct and operate Lee Solar (aka Silicon Ranch), a 1.0 MW solar farm valued at $2 

million, in Lee County.  The MPSC issued an Order in December approving the project and it is scheduled 

to go online in 3-4 months.  Silicon Ranch owns and operates more than 100 solar facilities across the 

U.S. in 14 states, generating a total of 450 MW.  In other news, Royal Dutch Shell is acquiring a 44 

percent stake of Silicon Ranch. 

Next Meeting of the MPSC will take place on February 6, 2018, at 10 am in the Woolfolk Building. 

Kemper Update – Hearing on Settlement Stipulation – January 22 

The Commission issued a new Order setting January 22, 2018, as the hearing date for full consideration 

of the Second Amended and Restated Stipulation document.  The Commission established hearing 

procedural matters as well.  The hearing provided the opportunity for parties to the stipulation and 

members of the general public to voice their opposition, support or other concerns regarding the 

settlement and side agreements between MS Power Co. and certain parties.  Some of the highlights 

from the hearing include: 

 Due to the federal tax reform bill that reduced corporate tax rates from 35% to 21%, MS Power 

Co.’s annual revenue requirement for the Kemper natural gas combined cycle equipment costs 

fell from $112.3 million to $99.3 million over 8 years.   

 The stipulation will allow MS Power Co. to operate the lignite gasification but ratepayers will be 

held harmless for any costs associated with its operation. 

 MS Power Co. stated that current economic conditions do not support operation of the lignite 

gasification portion of the Kemper project.  However, if natural gas economics change in the 

future and operation of the lignite gasifier is determined to provide a net benefit to customers, 

additional costs to customers would appear only in the lignite fuel cost recovery rider. 

The Commission anticipates issuing its Final order on or before its February 6, 2018 open meeting.  To 

view all the latest documents related case Docket 2017-AD-112, go to 

http://www.psc.state.ms.us/trinityview/mspsc.html and enter the case information. 

TVA to Halt Cash Incentives for Energy Efficiency Projects under Business & 

Industry Programs 

Beginning October 1, 2018, incentives on energy efficiency projects will no longer be paid through TVA’s 

EnergyRight Solutions for Business + Industry (ERSB+I) Programs.  TVA will then begin supporting energy 

efficiency through customer engagement.  TVA says that this change in business strategy is meant to 

adapt its products and services to meet changing customer needs, energy market demands, 

and TVA system needs.  Any energy efficiency proposals with project completion dates after July 1, 2018 

will not be eligible for incentives due to this change.  Projects that have already been approved will still 

receive the incentive.  According to the latest TVA EnergyRight Solutions Report (2016), the Business & 

Industry program paid nearly $20 million in incentives across TVA with nearly $4 million spent in 

Mississippi. 

Become a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Fellow in 2018 
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LEED Fellows are LEED APs who have demonstrated exceptional achievement in key mastery elements 

related to technical knowledge and skill are eligible for the honor.  If interested, join the LEED Fellow 

Introductory Webinar for the U.S. on February 13 or review the LEED Fellow Handbook. Nominees must 

submit completed application packets by 8 a.m. EDT on Mon., April 2. 

Mississippi Fact Sheet on Residential Energy Efficiency Potential 

Want to know more about the latest innovations for home energy upgrades?  A new Mississippi fact 

sheet explores pathways to accelerate market adoption of select advanced technologies and help you 

reach your energy efficiency targets.  You can reduce energy use in your home by 26% through cost-

effective improvements.  Across Mississippi, that means over $500 million/year in cumulative savings. 

Mississippi Solar Founder/Owner Will Hegman Passed Away on Jan. 21 

Mississippi lost a leading voice for solar energy resources when Will Hegman passed away at his home 

on Jan. 21.  See his obituary. As the founder/owner of Mississippi Solar, Will worked hard to inform, 

educate and promote solar energy technologies across the state.  Through Mississippi Solar, he donated 

and installed a solar array on Northwest Rankin Middle School so that students can learn and observe 

the production capabilities of the solar installation.   

Will worked hard to promote fairness in the distributed energy generation market and fought for the 

right of homeowners, businesses and institutions to interconnect privately-owned solar panels into the 

grid.  Mr. Hegman was a no nonsense negotiator and you know where he stood on issues.  His strong 

advocacy for solar, electric vehicles, electric vehicle charging infrastructure and other clean energy 

technologies that help to advance energy security for individuals will be greatly missed. 

Enviva Partnership to Open Port in Pascagoula 

Enviva Biomass makes wood pellets and sells them to power plants overseas.  The company recently 

formed a new joint venture with the John Hancock Life Insurance Co. to build a port terminal in 

Pascagoula, MS among other deals, including plans to build two more pellet plants.  Enviva owns two 

pellet plants in MS, however only one is currently in operation. 

How Does NAFTA Affect Mississippi Agriculture? 

Farmers and others have been increasingly concerned President Trump will invoke a NAFTA clause 

seeking to withdraw from the trade deal should efforts to adjust and modernize the trade agreement 

fail.  Give that agriculture and forestry production are the biggest industries in Mississippi with an 

annual economic impact of over $7.3 billion and supports many other sectors of the economy, NAFTA is 

an important policy issue for producers.  See the share of agricultural exports to NAFTA partners by 

state and by commodity.  Significant percentages of wheat, rice, beef and poultry are exported to other 

markets.  If the U.S. were to pull out of NAFTA, Mexico could slap a 75% tariff on U.S. chicken and turkey 

under its commitments to World Trade Organization rules. 

Upcoming Events: 

Mississippi Recycling Awareness Day at the Mississippi State Capitol – February 7 

The Mississippi Recycling Coalition is announcing its annual Mississippi Recycling Awareness Day at the 

Mississippi State Capitol on Wednesday, February 7, 2018, from 1 p.m. until 3:30 p.m. This year’s event 
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will be jointly hosted with Keep Mississippi Beautiful and will include an “Ice Cream Social” in the 1st 

Floor Rotunda.  “Recyclers of the Year” and “Environmental Hero” awards will also be presented.  Visit 

the MRC web page at http://www.msrecycles.org for more info. 

Ag Day at the Mississippi State Capitol – February 28 

Join MS Farm Bureau and agricultural leaders from around the state as they promote the contributions 

of agricultural production and rural Mississippi to the state’s economic strength.  The event give farmers 

the opportunity to show legislators how important agriculture is to the state. 

New Study Shows Producers Where and How to Grow Cellulosic Biofuel Crops 

A new multi-institution report provides practical agronomic data for five cellulosic feedstocks 
(switchgrass, Miscanthus, sorghum, energycane, and prairie grass mixtures), which could improve 
adoption and increase production across the country.  The project, backed by the U.S. Department of 
Energy and the Sun Grant Initiative, began in 2008 and includes researchers from 26 institutions to 
evaluate the bioenergy potential of various feedstocks.  See the Report Abstract.  The greatest yield 
potentials across feedstocks are in the lower Mississippi valley and the Gulf coast states and the upper 
Midwest. 

 

Yield map for all five herbaceous feedstocks evaluated in the DOE study. Credit: study authors. 

 

Regional Issues 

U.S. South is a Bright Spot for Solar, But Growth not Consistent Across Region 

The U.S. South is providing the solar industry with a few bright spots this year even as growth slows 
nationally.  Florida, Arkansas and Tennessee will lead the way in 2018. 
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North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina, Florida and Texas are expected to lead new solar investments 
over the next five years.  However, new tariffs on solar modules could derail growth in the sector. 

 

 

72-MW Solar Project Now Online in Alabama 

The $140 million project sits on 1,400 rolling acres and uses more than 338,000 solar panels that 
automatically track the sun for optimum efficiency.  More than 450 people were employed at the site 
during peak construction, many of them local workers. The facility’s permanent employees also are 
being hired locally. Most of the renewable energy attributes from the project are going to serve 
Walmart through a long-term contract, to help the retailer meet its renewable energy goals. 

http://www.alabamanewscenter.com/2018/01/02/chambers-county-solar-project-now-serving-alabama-power-customers/


Largest Solar Facility in South Carolina Brought Online Dec. 21 

The 71.4-MW Solvay Solar Energy facility is located in Jasper County, South Carolina, and occupies nearly 
900 acres. It has a long-term power purchase agreement with SCE&G. Solvay is purchasing all of the 
associated renewable energy credits (RECs) for 15 years. 

Fayetteville, AR Commits to 100% Renewable Energy Transition 

On January 2, Fayetteville, AR became the 54th city or town in the country to commit of 100% clean 
energy.  The goal entails powering all government operations with 100% clean energy by 2030 and the 
entire community by 2050. In May, Mayor Lioneld Jordan endorsed the goal of powering Fayetteville 
entirely with clean energy, and the newly adopted Energy Action Plan builds off of the vision laid out by 
him. 

Expand Solar and Protect Valuable Farmland – Study Shows How 

Plenty of places exist to locate new solar energy facilities without developing them on prime agricultural 
land, according to a team of University of California researchers who analyzed potential development of 
solar installations on unconventional sites in the Central Valley.  In the study, "Land Sparing 
Opportunities for Solar Energy Development in Agricultural Landscapes: A Case Study of the Great 
Central Valley," researchers found alternatives lands, waterways, and space on agricultural buildings on 
which solar panels could be built, rather than on farmland. 

Virginia Renewables Report Shows Huge Solar Gains in 2017 

The Virginia Renewable Energy Alliance (VA-REA) says Virginia had a total of 570 megawatts (MW) of 
solar installed at the end of 2017, well over twice the 176 MW we had at the end of 2016. VA-REA 
projects the industry will add another 376 MW in 2018.  The numbers are included in VA-REA’s “2017 
Development Report,” which also summarizes other aspects of renewable energy development in the 
past year. 

In a related matter, the University of Virginia has launched an online tool that allows people to track the 
school's solar energy production.  UVA installed roughly 1,700 solar panels last year on several buildings, 
including the Clemons Library.  UVA Facilities Management employees regularly host tours of the solar 
panels.  UVA staff have worked in partnership with School of Engineering and Applied Sciences students 
to evaluate the rooftops of all 500-plus buildings on the campus for their solar energy potential. 

Small Nebraska Utility Demonstrates How to Sell Out Community Solar 

Few think of rural towns as the perfect case study for community solar, but they don’t know Fremont, 
Nebraska.  Through a series of public meetings, the utility general manager was able to launch, and 
twice expand, the community solar farm within seven weeks.  This case study lays out the principles and 
tactics undertaken to ensure the 1.55 MW community solar farm was a success.  Find out more about 
the community solar farm in Freemont, Nebraska by watching this YouTube video.  Or download the 
case study report. 

Colorado Utility RFP Brings in Cheap Energy Offers 

Xcel Energy issued an All-Source Solicitation on August 30, 2017, and bids were received by the company 
on November 28, 2017.  Renewable energy developers have offered to supply Xcel Energy with 
electricity at the lowest prices quoted in the U.S., including solar and wind options with energy storage 
priced below what coal-generated power in the state costs.  The solicitation received 430 individual 
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bids, for 238 separate projects, with 350 of the bids involving renewable energy (134 for solar alone).  
See the Xcel All-Source Solicitation Report.  A summary of RFP solicitions is below. 

Xcel 

Digging Deeper Into Electric Distribution System Planning  

A new report, State Engagement in Electric Distribution System Planning, documents activities in eight 
states with statutory or public utility commission requirements for electric distribution system or grid 
modernization plans, plus four jurisdictions with proceedings on such requirements underway or 
planned.  With infrastructure aging and grid modernization promising greater reliability and resilience, 
state involvement in long-term planning for electric distribution systems is growing. 

National Issues 

This (Renewable) Bud’s for You! 

Budweiser now brews all beers produced in the US with 100% renewable electricity.  All bottles and cans 
of Budweiser beers sold in America will soon sport a green symbol denoting their carbon-neutral 
production.  AB InBev plans to source 100% renewable electricity across all its global operations within 
the next seven years. 

Super Bowl Venue is Super-Efficient 

Whether you will be rooting for the Patriots or the Eagles this Sunday, know that they will be playing in 
one of the most energy efficiency sports venues in the nation.   U.S. Bank Stadium was the first NFL 
stadium to be built with LED sports lighting, which consumes 75% less electricity than typical lighting 
systems.  The facility was also constructed with high-efficiency motors and advanced air-handling units 
and a transparent Ethylene Tetrafluoroethyl roofing material that allows solar thermal heating that 
redistributes warm air in the winter and pumps cold air in the summer.  The stadium was certified LEED 
Gold last November by the U.S. Green Building Council. 
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USDA Presents Agriculture and Rural Prosperity Task Force Report 

USDA Secretary Sonny Perdue presented the findings of the Interagency Task Force on Agriculture and 
Rural Prosperity to Pres. Trump at the 2018 American Farm Bureau Annual Convention in Nashville, TN 
on Jan. 8.  The Interagency Task Force on Agriculture and Rural Prosperity identified over 100 actions for 
the federal government to consider in order to achieve a vision of a better rural America. These actions 
include legislative, regulatory, and policy changes. The report recognized renewable energy as essential 
to America’s national security interest and rural America’s economy, although it is lumped in with coal, 
natural gas, oil and nuclear power.  Interestingly, biofuels is not mentioned in the report although the 
sector has been a tremendous driver of a rural economic renaissance over the past 10 years.  

FERC Rejects DOE Proposal to Prop-up Coal and Nuclear 

The DOE proposed last year to provide enhanced cost recovery to coal and nuclear plants via payments 
for plants that had significant on-site fuel. The DOE reasoned these plants had been disadvantaged by 
subsidies given to renewable projects, in addition to costly regulations, and the retirements threatened 
the resilience of the grid.  But FERC voted unanimously rejected the proposed rule on Monday, Jan. 8, 
and instead turning to regional grid operators to assess how best to enhance the resilience of the power 
system. FERC found that neither the DOE proposal nor comments in the record showed that existing 
market rules are unjust and unreasonable.  The FERC decision comes as a new study from the MIT 
Energy Initiative concludes low natural gas prices are the primary cause of nuclear plants' struggles in 
organized markets — not renewable energy.  In October 2017, a joint letter from the MS PSC and LA PSC 
urged FERC to reject the DOE Proposal. 

US Government Report Strengthens Consensus on Biodiesel Benefits  

A new report, recently published by a collaboration between Argonne National Laboratory, Purdue 
University, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, represents the most up-to-date and comprehensive 
lifecycle analysis of biodiesel ever produced.  Results confirm that biodiesel compared to petroleum 
diesel reduces greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 72 percent and fossil fuel use by 80 percent.  Roughly 
half of the biodiesel used in the US is made from soybean oil. The other half is produced from sources 
like used cooking oil, animal fats, and other fats and oils.  The research reflects the growing efficiency of 
farming operations and biorefining activities.  See the press release. 

DOE Issues New Energy Saver Guide 

The updated Energy Saver Guide offers tips for saving money and energy at home and on the road.  By 
following just a few of the simple tips in the Energy Saver Guide, you can make your home more 
comfortable and easier to heat and cool--while you save money. 

Clean Power Plan Repeal Actions 

EPA has issued a news release announcing the dates and locations for three public listening session on 
the proposed repeal of the Clean Power Plan.  EPA also re-opened the public comment period for the 
proposed repeal through April 26, 2018. The comment period was originally scheduled to close January 
16, 2018.  While comments on the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on State Guidelines for 
Greenhous Gas Emissions from Existing Electric Utility Generating Units (ANPR) will be taken through 
February 26, 2018, an extension of time is possible.  In the ANPR, EPA seeks comment on the possible 
development of a rule to replace the Clean Power Plan.  
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Congress Takes No Action on Tax Extenders Bill 

Congressional leaders continue contemplating a tax extenders package to reinstate a range of credits 
(energy and otherwise) that expired at the end of 2016. This could potentially come in the form of a 
two-year retroactive extension (applying to 2017 through the end of 2018).  Action on this tax extenders 
package was expected in January 2018.  But the Continuing Resolution and immigration reform debate 
has delayed action on this issue.  Among other things, a recently introduced Senate bill would provide: 

 The credit for alternative fuel vehicle refueling property; 
 The 2nd generation biofuel producer credit; 
 The biodiesel and renewable diesel tax incentive; 
 The Section 45 production tax credit (PTC) for non-wind renewable energy technologies, 

including landfill gas; 
 Alternative fuel excise tax credits; 
 Modify the tax credit for advanced nuclear power facilities; 
 Provide a credit for carbon sequestration technology. 

Trumps Decides to Slap Tariffs on Imported Solar Panels 

The U.S. Trade Representative announced on January 22 that President Trump has approved 
recommendations to impose safeguard tariffs on imported solar cells and modules (as well as large 
residential washing machines).  The tariff will be at a rate of 30% in the first year, 25% in the second 
year, 20% in the third year, and 15% in the fourth year.  Additionally, the first 2,500 megawatts of 
imported solar cells will be exempt from the safeguard tariff in each of those four years. 

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 

Safeguard Tariff on Modules 

and Cells 
30% 25% 20% 15% 

Cells Exempted from Tariff 2.5 gigawatts 2.5 gigawatts 2.5 gigawatts 2.5 gigawatts 

Most solar experts expect the tariffs to negatively impact and stunt the growth of solar installations and 
cause net job losses in the U.S., but the exact impact is still being evaluated.  The solar sector had been 
one of the fastest growing industries over the past few years.  The decision to place tariffs on imported 
solar cells and modules could lead to counteractions and a trade war with China and other countries.  In 
addition, new analysis from GTM Research shows that Southern states like Texas, Florida, Georgia and 
South Carolina are among the most significantly impacted by the tariffs. 

Higher Education and Solar Energy 

Currently more than 800 colleges or universities across the country offset a portion of their energy costs 
with some sort of solar array.  While that is a tremendous step in the right direction, it leaves more than 
2,000 colleges or universities that are still powering their campuses with fossil energy resources.  While 
solar can reduce energy costs and reduce a campus’s carbon footprint, the biggest impact results from 
the education of students on alternative energy and the demonstration of how viable it has become. 

Transmission is Key for Corporations to Meet Their Clean Energy Goals 

A new report released this week by the Wind Energy Foundation provides compelling support for 
growing the clean energy economy through improving, extending, and integrating the high-voltage 

https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/2018/january/president-trump-approves-relief-us
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transmission grid. The study focuses on the growing corporate demand for clean energy, justifying 
transmission investments well beyond those currently planned.  See the full report. 

Average Fuel Economy of New Vehicles Continue to Increase 

Despite growing sales of trucks and SUVs as stable fuel prices influence consumer choices, EPA released 
the Light-Duty Automotive Technology, Carbon Dioxide Emissions, and Fuel Economy Trends report, 
showing that average fuel economy of new vehicles increased 0.1 miles per gallon.  A one mile per 
gallon efficiency increase would have saved drivers $13 billion at the pump last year at an average 
gasoline price of $2.40 per gallon.  Despite the 0.1 mpg increase, autos are still in compliance with 
corporate fuel economy and greenhouse gas emissions standards due to early compliance credits.  The 
administration is still deciding on whether or not to roll back these vehicle standards currently in effect 
through 2025. 

The 50 States of Solar Report: 2017 Annual Review 

The N.C. Clean Energy Technology Center (NCCETC) released its 2017 annual review and Q4 update 
edition of The 50 States of Solar. The series provides insights on state regulatory and legislative 
discussions and actions on distributed solar policy.  The report finds that 45 states and the District of 
Columbia took some type of solar policy action during 2017.  The most widely pursued policy actions 
were 84 utility requests in 35 states plus D.C. to increase monthly fixed charges or minimum bills on all 
residential customers by at least 10%.  Five states, including Mississippi, did not take any type of action 
on distributed solar policy or rate design.   

Clean Energy, Sustainability and the New American Workforce 

This report details the status and growth of clean energy and sustainability jobs in the U.S., highlighting 
quality jobs in the renewable energy, energy efficiency, alternative vehicles, and energy storage and 
advanced grid sectors.  This workforce has skyrocketed to over 4 million jobs thanks to reductions in 
technology costs, increased demand for clean energy and efficiency technologies, policies and 
investments. 

US wind capacity rises to 89GW 

The US saw 7000 MW of wind projects installed in 2017 representing $11 billion in new investment and 
bringing total installed wind capacity in the US up to more than 89,000 MW.  Companies such as Google, 
Facebook and General Motors lead a trend of corporations buying wind energy through power purchase 
agreements.   
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